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T
he good boy who turns to 
crime because he lives in a bad 
neighborhood is a common fix-
ture of popular culture. Now 

that narrative has a newly discovered anal-
ogy in the world of cell biology. Professor 
of stem cell and regenerative biology and 
Jordan professor of medicine David Scad-
den and colleagues have demonstrated 
for the first time that changes in an envi-
ronmental niche can actually cause dis-
ease. “Good” cells can turn “bad” in a bad 
neighborhood—leading to cancer.

In cancer, a “single cell goes awry,” ex-
plains Scadden. This is thought to happen 
when the cell accumulates a series of ge-
netic injuries that break down the inter-
nal mechanisms controlling such events 
as how many times it can divide and how 
long it lives. The cancer then cre-
ates daughter cells that can trav-
el and establish new colonies—
but not just anywhere. Different 
kinds of cancers have affinities 
for colonizing particular organs: 
prostate cancer goes to bone, 
breast cancer to brain and lung, 
pancreatic cancer to liver, for 
example. This has led scientists 
to try to define the facilitating 
properties of those particular 
surrounding  environments.

Scadden has studied the importance of 
environmental niches in determining cell 
fate for years. He has shown, for example, 
that characteristics of a bone microenvi-
ronment can determine what type of cell 
a blood stem cell (in bone marrow) will 
become. But the idea that the environ-
ment could actually be involved in the 
initiation of a new cancer was not well 
defined until his recent discovery, which 
was published in Nature earlier this year.

Scadden, who co-chairs the University’s 
department of stem cell and regenerative 
biology, found that when he and his team 
made a genetic alteration in bone cells 
that surrounded healthy blood stem cells 
in mice, the mice developed myelodyspla-
sia, a disease that, in humans, frequently 
leads to an aggressive, generally fatal form 
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“Good” Cells Gone “Bad”

kinds of tools—including genetics and, 
increasingly, geochemical assays—will al-
low us to shine a much brighter light on 
how ecosystems are put together and why 
it matters that they’re put together in that 
way and not some other way.” 

Beyond its importance to ecological 
scholarship, Pringle’s work has special rel-
evance to both conservation and environ-
mental reconstruction. “Let’s say you’re try-
ing to restore a forest or a coral reef, and to 
do that you’re planting trees or bits of coral 

fragment,” he says. “Our results suggest that 
you want to think hard about the spatial 
patterning of these transplants—and to 
remember specifically that even, grid-like, 
spacing will typically yield the fastest re-
generation rates.”   vsamuel bjorK

robert pringle e-mail address:
rpringle@fas.harvard.edu
robert pringle website:
www.people.fas.harvard.edu/~rpringle/
home.html

The fate of stem cells (white) in 
bone marrow is influenced by 
their immediate environment of 
bone cells (green), blood vessels 
(red), and bone (blue). Genetical-
ly defective “bad neighbors” can 
actually cause cancer. C
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of leukemia. The result was unexpected 
but consistent with cases of myelodyspla-
sia in humans: many patients develop the 
disease despite having normal blood cells 
prior to its onset. Such patients may have 
had undiagnosed genetic abnormalities in 
their bones.

Exactly how the environment interacts 
with stem cells to make them “go bad” is 
something Scadden’s group is now try-
ing to work out. One possibility is that 

the environment provides a kind of “fit-
ness check.” Cells that accumulate abnor-
malities might in a healthy environment 
receive signals instructing them to die, 
Scadden explains—messages the dam-
aged cells never receive in a compromised 
environment.

Whatever the mechanism, the impli-
cations for therapy are enormous. Fixing 
problems within cells—rewiring a cell that 
has become cancerous, for example—is 
difficult. The new finding suggests that 
“the interface between one cell type and 
another can be a component of the de-
velopment and maintenance of cancer,” 
Scadden points out. “Exchanges between 
cell types have to be happening at the cell 
surface”—and could therefore become a 
target for drug or antibody therapy. “We 
have been focusing on cancer cells as au-
tonomous units,” he continues. “But this 
says that cancer cells are actually part of 
a tissue and—like normal cells—they re-
spond to signals.

“We’ve expanded the orbit for poten-
tial therapies,” he explains. “The trend 
toward stem-cell science ramifications in 
areas where we didn’t anticipate any di-
rect connection is continuing to expand. 
This is a perfect example.”

 vjonathan shaw

david scadden website:
www.mgh.harvard.edu/research/ 
researchlab.aspx?id=1126

“This says that cancer 
cells are actually part 
of  a tissue and—like 
normal cells—they 
respond to signals.”
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get the headlines

 Sign up for our weekly roundup of 
the latest stories published at harvard-
magazine.com.

Follow Football

 Get weekly dispatches from our 
football blogger, “Cleat.” Sign up now.

Vaccine research and funding for 
drugs are only part of the fight against HIV 
in sub-Saharan Africa. Harvard Magazine 
traveled to South Africa, Tanzania, and Uganda 
to report on Harvard scholars and students 
whose projects address the social and 
behavioral factors that contribute to the HIV 
epidemic (page 22). 

Find more stories and photos at
harvardmag.com/AIDS-in-Africa

the social epidemic

listen  soulful sounds 
The band Soulfège fuses elements of reg-
gae, hip-hop, funk, and West African high-
life (page 15). Hear their music.

watch  painting Feelings

Read about George Oommen’s innova-
tive technique (page 14). Then watch as 
he creates an original work of art.

discuss  your take on torture
Father-and-son scholars Charles and Gregory Fried disagree about whether Bush 
administration officials should be prosecuted for torture committed in the name of 
the “war on terror” (page 36). Add your opinion and discuss with other readers.
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